
AML POLICY 

 
 

Risk: Derivatives are complex financial products that are traded on margin. Trading Derivatives carry a high level of risk since leverage can work both 

to your advantage and disadvantage. As a result, Derivatives may not be suitable for all investors because you may lose all your invested capital. You 

should not risk more than you are prepared to lose. Before deciding to trade, you need to ensure that you understand the risks involved taking into 

account your investment objectives and level of experience. Past performance of Derivatives is not a reliable indicator of future results. Most 

Derivatives have no set maturity date. Hence, a Derivative position matures on the date you choose to close an existing open position. Seek 

independent advice, if necessary. Please read FSM Smart’s full ‘Risk Disclosure Policy’. 
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Refund Policy 

FSMSmart allows fund refund and is only transacted by the same method the Client used to deposit the 

funds. Furthermore, the Company reserves the right to approve and decline any refund requests that 

may or may not violate any of the Company’s current policy and regulations. 

FSMSmart authorizes refund if; 

a) The account  doesn’t have any record of suspension due to violating the Company’s Terms and 

Condition; 

b) The account doesn’t hold any ongoing trade; 

c) The account doesn’t have any ongoing dispute or misconduct; 

d) The account doesn’t hold any outstanding dues. 

FSMSmart processes the refund request and if all requirements are fulfilled. The request is validated by 

the company and is then passed to FSM Smart Limited for the final approval. The whole refund request 

is expected to be processed for 1 to 5 business days upon filing. 

After the approval; 

a) The Company won’t be liable for any additional charges and fees that may occur upon the 

withdrawal of the funds; 

b) The Company won’t be liable for any delays and payment detainment due to the payment 

service used; 

c) The Company won’t be liable for any further loss and damages due to the Client’s negligence 

during and after the refund of funds.   
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